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US-UK Tax Planning and 
Traps to Avoid

Annie Hughes, Kristin Konschnik, Marilyn McKeever



Agenda

• Domicile and residence rules
• Passive and unearned income rules
• LLC/grantor trust mis-matches
• US tax reporting requirements
• US foreign tax credit rules and US-UK tax treaty
• US tax treaty Limitation on Benefits provision
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How domicile and residence affect UK tax status
• UK domiciled and resident

• Taxable on worldwide income/gains/estate
• UK domiciled but non-UK resident

• Not taxable on most UK income and gains (UK rent/pensions/UK work/real estate 
gains taxable)

• Taxable on worldwide estate
• Non-UK domiciled and non-UK resident

• Not taxable on most UK income and gains (UK rent/pensions/UK work/real estate 
gains taxable)

• Taxable on UK estate only
• Non-UK domiciled but UK resident

• Taxable on worldwide income and gains: BUT
• Can claim the “remittance basis”: not taxed on non-UK income/gains unless remitted 

(broadly-brought to UK)
• Taxable on UK estate only

How domicile and residence affect UK tax 
status
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Domicile
• Broadly: the place where you have your permanent home
• Only one at a time
• Must be a jurisdiction connected with a single system of law
• Domicile of origin-follows you around-is always in the background
• Domicile of dependency
• Domicile of choice

• Abandoning a domicile of choice-what happens next?
• Be afraid, be very afraid:

• RDRM 23080 https://www.gov.uk/hmrc-internal-manuals/residence-domicile-and-
remittance-basis/rdrm23080
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Deemed domicile: tax concept only
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• Only applies to a person who is non-domiciled for general law purposes
• A person who: 

• Was actually UK domiciled
• Becomes actually domiciled somewhere else, say New York State
• Deemed domiciled for three years from domicile change

• A person who:
• Is actually non-UK domiciled
• Has been resident in 15 of the 20 years immediately before the tax year in question
• Is deemed domiciled in that year i.e. from year 16 

• A person who:
• Had a UK domicile of origin
• Became (and remains) domiciled elsewhere
• Becomes UK resident
• Is deemed domiciled whilst resident (“Formerly domiciled resident”)
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• A trust (including a grantor trust)
• Set up by a UK resident non-domiciled individual
• Who is NOT deemed domiciled
• Is a Protected Trust

• Trust “protections” continue if the settlor/grantor becomes deemed domiciled
• Non-UK assets in a Protected Trust are not subject to inheritance tax
• Non-UK trust income is not taxable 
• Trust capital gains (including UK gains except on real estate) are not taxable

• UK tax is charged only if and when a UK resident beneficiary (including the grantor) receives a 
distribution or other benefit from the trust

• Value of the benefit is taxed by reference to “matching” with retained trust income and trust 
gains (“matching rules”)

• Income and gains protections lost if trust “tainted” when deemed domiciled

Protected Trusts
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• Residence is for a “tax year” 6 April to following 5 April 
• If dual resident US and UK: apply DTA tie-breakers to find treaty residence 
• Three parts to SRT applied in turn
• “Arrivers” and “Leavers”
• Automatic non-residence:

• Leaver: fewer than 15 days in the UK in the tax year
• Arriver: fewer than 46 days in the UK in the tax year
• Full-time work abroad

• Automatic UK residence:
• 183 days in the UK in the tax year
• Only home in the UK
• Full-time UK work

Statutory Residence Test
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• Combination of day count and specified ties

• The ties:
• 90 day
• Work
• Family 
• Accommodation
• (Leavers only) Country tie

SRT: Sufficient Ties Test



The “Substantial Ties Test”
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Domicile: single system of law
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Fred and Ginger were Brits
They emigrated to the US 20 years ago and became domiciled in California
Fred is seconded to the UK by his employer for the last two years before he retires
Fred and Ginger’s children live in New Jersey
They decide that when they return to the US on Fred’s retirement, they will not return 
to California but will make their home in New Jersey to be near their children
Fred and Ginger die the year after they go and live in New Jersey
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• Thelma and Louise are Brits
• They move to New York to work and see if they like living in the US
• Five years later they decide to remain permanently in New York and take US citizenship
• Two years after that, their US attorney recommends they put all their assets into a 

grantor trust

Domicile: Premature US Planning



Domicile: the 15 year trap
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Donald is a US citizen
He comes to the UK for work reasons
He becomes resident in the UK on 6 April 2010
He retires and leaves the UK to return to the US on 31 December 2024 (his 15th year of 
residence)
He remains resident in the US from then on
Donald becomes deemed UK domiciled on 6 April 2025
If Donald dies before 6 April 2028 or transfers assets to a trust:
• UK Inheritance Tax on WORLDWIDE assets
• 40% on value over £325,000 (approx. $440,000)



Residence: the single trustee
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• Melinda is a US citizen
• She is the sole trustee of a trust for the benefit of her family set up by her mother
• Melinda becomes UK resident
• The trust is UK resident and, as trustee, Melinda is liable for:

• Tax on WORLDWIDE trust income
• Tax on WORLDWIDE trust gains

• If Melinda now appoints new US trustees in her place:
• She is deemed to make a market value sale of all the trust assets crystallising gains 

which will be taxable





Passive and Unearned Income Rules – CFCs

• Controlled Foreign Corporation - non-US corporation that is owned as 
to more than 50% of the vote or value, by US shareholders that own 
at least 10% or more of the vote or value

• Ownership can be direct, indirect or constructive (eg, attribution 
through entities, between family members, from trusts, etc)

• Consequence is US federal income tax on an arising basis to US 
owners on two types of income

• Tax is generally at ordinary income rates (currently up to 37%)
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Passive and Unearned Income Rules – CFCs 

• Subpart F income
• Includes passive income (dividends, interest, rents, royalties, gain on sale of 

assets such as stock that generate this type of income)
• Some exceptions may apply for, eg, “active” rents or royalties and certain 

payments from related CFCs
• Also includes certain related party sales and services income

• GILTI – “global intangible low-taxed income”
• A US shareholder’s share of a non-US corporation’s gross income (with limited 

exclusions, including for Subpart F income) that exceeds 10% of its basis in 
tangible, depreciable assets that are used to generate that income
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Passive and Unearned Income – CFCs

• As noted, US shareholders in CFCs are taxed on an arising basis on 
Subpart F and GILTI at ordinary rates

• Under the general rules, no credit is available for any UK corporation 
tax paid by the company

• Further, UK dividend tax may not be payable until a year subsequent 
to the year in which the Subpart F or GILTI arises and therefore may 
not be creditable

• A “Section 962 election” can help mitigate the consequences of both 
Subpart F and GILTI and align the tax events at the corporation and 
shareholder level
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Passive and Unearned Income – PFICs

• Passive Foreign Investment Company – non-US corporation if either 
(i) 75% or more of its gross income is “passive income”, or (ii) 50% or 
more of its assets are held for the production of passive income

• Passive income is generally dividends, interest, rents, royalties (again 
with certain “active” exceptions)

• Assets that generate passive income include cash (other than a very 
limited exception for working capital)

• No minimum US ownership required
• “Once and PFIC, always a PFIC”
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Passive and Unearned Income – PFICs

• Consequence to any US owner of a PFIC is tax at ordinary income 
rates (currently up to 37%) plus a penalty tax charge based on how 
long the US owner has held shares in the PFIC

• Tax is assessed on any actual or deemed distribution from, or 
disposition of shares in, a PFIC

• The ordinary income rate applies even if the lower long-term capital 
gains tax rate or “qualified dividend rates”(currently up to 20%) 
otherwise would have applied

• A non-US corporation may be a CFC to one shareholder and a PFIC to 
another (ie, depending on ownership)
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Passive and Unearned Income – PFIC Mitigation

• “Qualified electing fund” election
• Can be made by US shareholder of PFIC in first year of PFIC ownership to treat 

the non-US corporation as flow-through
• Tax on an arising basis on the US owner’s share of the PFIC’s income and gain
• Capital gains tax rates would apply to gain on a sale of the shares in the PFIC
• Shareholder must obtain information from the PFIC to make the election

• “Mark to market” election
• Only available with respect to “marketable stock” – ie, regularly traded on 

recognized exchange
• Shareholder marks the stock to market each year and pays tax on the deemed 

gain (with certain allowances for losses)
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Passive and Unearned Income – Applications

• Family Investment Companies
• May be PFICs and/or CFCs, depending on US ownership
• Income and assets likely are passive for PFIC purposes
• Income likely to be Subpart F income for CFC purposes (or, alternatively, GILTI)

• Non-US collective investment vehicles (private or widely traded funds, 
ETFs, etc)

• Likely to be PFICs, as ownership widely held
• Start-ups/early stage companies

• May be PFICs depending on US ownership 
• Significant cash on the balance sheet (ie, passive asset) with few “active 

assets” to offset
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• Collective investment schemes are either:
• Reporting funds
• Non-reporting funds

• Most US mutual funds are non-reporting funds
• On sale:

• gains on reporting funds taxed as gains (20%)
• Gains on non-reporting funds 

• Known as “offshore income gains” (OIGS)
• taxed as income (up to 45%)

• OIGS arising in a Protected Trust:
• Grantor UK resident non-domiciled/not deemed domiciled-Protected
• Grantor UK resident and Deemed Domiciled-income tax (up to 45%)

Deemed Domicile and Offshore Income Gains



Transparent entities: LLCs US citizen UK 
resident shareholder
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• US treats as transparent
• UK treats as “opaque” company
• Income taxation:

• US: shareholder taxed on pro-rata share of LLC income
• UK: taxes dividend/distribution only
• Normally, no DTA credit as not the same income

• Capital Gains
• US: shareholder taxed on pro-rata share of LLC’s gains
• UK: normally taxed only on disposal of shares/liquidation
• DTA applies to gains on disposal/liquidation
• If UK tax on disposal/liquidation no DTA credit for US tax paid on underlying gain as 

not the same gain



Transparent entities: US Grantor trusts
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• US treats as transparent
• UK treats as substantive Protected Trust
• Current year income paid out to grantor:

• Double tax on income: 
• DTA credit (probably) if grantor entitled to the income
• Probably no credit if trust discretionary

• Income: UK income or grantor general law UK domiciled or trust tainted
• Grantor pays tax on income in US and UK: DTA credit

• Gains: grantor general law UK domiciled or trust tainted
• Grantor pays tax on gains in US and UK: DTA credit
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• Protected trust gives distribution to grantor
• US has taxed the trust’s income/gains
• In UK:

• Value of distribution “matched” to trust income
• Any remaining value “matched” to trust gains
• Matched income/gains deemed to be income/gains of grantor
• Income/capital gains tax on deemed income/gains
• DTA credit for US tax paid on underlying income?

• If grantor has right to income-probably yes
• If trust discretionary-HMRC view-no but arguably yes

Transparent Entities: US Grantor Trust



Transparent entities: US grantor trust
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DTA credit for US tax paid on underlying gains?
• HMRC view-no
• Arguably yes-especially if distribution matched with gain at the time gain is realised

Do the Notes to Article 24 DTA help (where grantor taxed as beneficiary in UK)?
• Strictly no-US gain is real gain, UK gain is different “deemed” gain; but
• Could take a credit and make full disclosure:

• Potential for HMRC challenge



US non-grantor trust UK resident beneficiary
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• Treatment of matched income and gains similar to grantor trust except:
• Trustees taxed in US
• Beneficiaries taxed in UK under matching rules
• No DTA credit

• Unless 
• Beneficiary has right to income
• Should be DTA credit for income tax

• But no credit for matched gains



US Tax Reporting – Foreign Investments

• 8938 - Specified Foreign Financial Assets
• used to report an individual’s specified financial assets if the total value of all 

specified foreign financial assets in which the individual has an interest more 
than the appropriate reporting threshold. 

• Exception for assets reported on Forms 3520, 3520-A, 5471, 8865, 8621
• Failure to file - $10,000 penalty

Filing Status Living in the US Living outside the US

Single $50,000/$75,000 $200,000/$300,000

MFJ $100,000/$150,000 $400,000/$600,000

MFS $50,000/$75,000 $200,000/$300,000
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US Tax Reporting – Foreign Investments

• Form 8621 –
• The Tax Reform Act of 1986 legislation imposed additional reporting requirements on 

all PFICs.
• Each PFIC must be reported on a separate Form 8621, filed as part of the taxpayer’s 

tax return.

• Form 926 –
• Return by a U.S. Transferor of Property to a Foreign Corporation
• Used to report certain transfers of tangible or intangible property to a foreign 

corporation, as required by section 6038B.
• Failure To File - If a taxpayer fails to comply with section 6038B, the penalty equals 

10% of the fair market value of the property at the time of the transfer. The penalty 
will not apply if the failure to comply is due to reasonable cause and not to willful 
neglect. The penalty is limited to $100,000 unless the failure to comply was due to 
intentional disregard.
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US Tax Reporting – Foreign Disregarded 
Entities
• Form 8858
• U.S. person owns a “foreign disregarded entity” (FDE) or operates an FB, the U.S. owner must file 

Form 8858, Information Return of U.S. Persons With Respect to Foreign Disregarded Entities

• Form 8858 also may have to be filed when an FDE is owned by either: 

a) a foreign partnership with respect to which a U.S. person must file Form 8865; or 

b) a foreign corporation with respect to which a U.S. person must file Form 5471

• Form 8858 is used in part to compute the taxable income or earnings and profits of the FDE or a 
FB. 

• The bottom-line result will flow into a U.S. tax return, Form 5471 or Form 8865. 

• $10,000 penalty for failing to file
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US Tax Reporting – Foreign Companies

• Form 5471 is used by certain a US Person to report their interest in a Foreign Corporation

• Form 5471 details changes in ownership (acquisition & disposals), details of officers & directors 
and is used to calculate the earnings & profits of controlled foreign corporation.

• Form 5471 follow the filing date of the main US tax return it is attached to

• US Persons who fail to file Form 5471 when required, or fail to file a Form 5471 on time can be 
subject to penalties of;

• $10,000 per Form 5471, per year
• 10% reduction in foreign tax credits
• Additional $10,000 penalties every 30 days of non-compliance
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US Tax Reporting – Foreign Partnerships
Form 8865 – Report of US Persons With Respect to Certain Foreign Partnerships

• Certain foreign partnerships, or foreign corporations who have made a CTB election to be treated 
as a partnership.

• Form 8865 is used to report information required under:
• IRC §6038(Information Reporting With Respect to Certain Controlled Foreign Partnerships),
• IRC§6038B (Reporting of Certain Transfers to Foreign Partnerships), and 
• IRC §6046A (Reporting of Acquisitions, Dispositions, and Changes in Foreign Partnership 

Interests). 
• Form 8865 requires substantially the same information contained on a U.S. Form 1065
• Form 8865 is attached to and filed with the client’s return (e.g. Form 1040).
• Failure to file can result in a penalty under IRC §6038. An Initial Penalty of $10,000 per form, per 

year applies, IRC §6038(b)(1). Where the failure continues for more than 90 days from the date the 
Service notifies the USP of the failure to file a complete Form 8865, a Continuation Penalty of 
$10,000 applies for each 30 day period (or fraction thereof) that the failure continues. 
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US Tax Reporting - Trusts
• Foreign Grantor Trust with a US Owner –

• Trustee must annually file Form 3520-A (generally due 15 March, can extend to 15 
September)

• US owner must file Form 3520 (filed separately from 1040) (due date follows tax return)
• US beneficiary (in receipt of benefit) must file Form 3520 (but benefit is not taxable –

receives FGTBS)
• Significant penalties for non-compliance (min. $10k, max 5% FMV trust assets).

• Foreign Grantor Trust with a non-US owner
• All income & gains allocated to non-US owner on arising basis – outside US tax net (if not US 

ECI or FDAP)
• US beneficiary (in receipt of benefit) must file Form 3520 (but benefit is not taxable)
• Significant penalties for non-compliance (min. $10k)
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US Tax Reporting - Trusts
• US Grantor Trust

• Trustee may need to annually file Form 1041 (generally due 15 April, can extend to 30 
September)

• Exceptions (can’t use if Trust has foreign assets):
− Optional Method 1. All income/gains etc reported under grantor’s SSN. No need to file 

Form 1041.
− Optional Method 2. All income/gains etc reported under Trust’s EIN. Trustee files 1099s 

showing trust as payor, grantor as payee.
• Can cease to file 1041 if can use optional method – Treas. Reg. 1.671-4(g)

• Foreign non-grantor trust
• US beneficiary must file Form 3520 

− due date follows tax return
− No de-minimus benefit for filing requirement
− Trustee ordinarily would need to provide Foreign Non-Grantor Trust Beneficiary 

Statement, FNGTBS
• Significant penalties for non-compliance (min. $10k, max. 35% of benefit)
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US Tax Reporting - Trusts

• US non-grantor trust
• Income & gains taxed at Trust level, UNLESS:

− Simple Trust – income reported but allocated to beneficiary via K-1
− Current year distributions – current year income (not gains) allocated to beneficiary via 

K-1

• Trustee may need to annually file Form 1041 (generally due 15 April, can extend to 30 
September) if
− Any taxable income for the year; or
− Gross income > $600 (regardless of taxable income); or
− A beneficiary is a NRA.
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US Foreign Tax Credit Rules
• Domestic law allows credit to be taken against foreign sourced income
• Reported on Forms 1116
• Under Section §904(d), we must consider the ‘baskets’
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High Tax Kick-out

• ‘High taxed’ income moves out of passive into general 

• Test for ‘high taxed’ income by sub-basket 

• Does the sub-basket suffer foreign tax at a rate that is higher than the highest 
rate specified in IRC Section §1 ?

• Highest rate specified in IRC Section §1 is currently 37%
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Accrued vs Paid 
Amount claimable depends on if the individual files on the ACCRUED BASIS or PAID 
BASIS

Accrued basis is depended on the ‘all events’ test.

PAID 
BASIS 

• Claiming credit in the tax year 
in which the tax was physically 
paid (this is most common)

ACCRUED 
BASIS

• Claiming credit for tax due for a 
tax year ending within the US 
tax year (eg. claim a credit in 
2020 for tax year 2019/20
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Deducting Foreign Tax Credits
• Alternatively, you can choose to deduct foreign taxes rather than claiming a credit for them
• If a taxpayer chooses to deduct qualified foreign taxes then they must deduct all of them and

none of these can be claimed as a credit
• The same is true if the taxpayer claims a foreign tax credit
• The choice to claim a credit or a deduction can be changed each year
• There is a de minimis provision which states that if an individual has $300 or less of creditable 

foreign taxes ($600 for married filing jointly) they can make an election such that  the foreign tax 
credit limitation will not apply, provided he has no other foreign source income other than 
qualified passive income 

• This means that he will not have to file Form 1116 and the credit can be claimed directly on Form 
1040. 

• The election is not available to estates and trusts and a taxpayer making this election cannot 
carry over to or from any other year any foreign taxes paid or accrued in a tax year to which the 
election applies
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US-UK Income Tax Treaty – Basics

• The US & UK government have a number of tax treaties:
• Bilateral Tax Treaty (“US-UK Treaty”)
• Totalization Agreement (Social Security)
• FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act)
• Estate Tax Treaty

• Focus on the US-UK Treaty
• Entered into in 2001
• Negotiated based on the US Model Tax Treaty and the OECD Model Tax Treaty
• Assigns the ability to report a tax credit against US sourced income
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Article By Article 

• The Saving Clause
• The Remittance Clause
• Residence & tie breaker tests
• Business Profits & Permanent Establishment
• Dividends
• Interest
• Royalties
• Gains
• Employment Income
• Self-employment Income
• Pensions & Pension Scheme Membership
• Avoidance of Double Taxation, incl. resourcing
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Article 1 Scope
• Use of the Treaty is generally restricted to:

• Residents of the US
• Residents of the UK
• Dual residents of both the US & the UK

• Savings Clause - Article 1(4)
• Contained in all US Treaties
• Overrides the Treaty for US citizen & residents
• Article 1(5) lists unaffected provisions

• Remittance Clause – Article 1(5)
• Affects items taxed on the remittance basis in the UK
• Treaty relief is restricted to the amount remitted
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Articles 2 & 3
• Article 2: Taxes covered. The Treaty specifically applies to:

• US Federal income taxes (excl. social security)
• UK income tax
• UK capital gains tax
• UK corporation tax
• Others that won’t be considered (UK petroleum revenue tax, some US federal 

excise taxes)
• Article 3: Definitions

• If no definition is found then check if agreed by competent authority
• If no competent authority then meaning is from domestic law in the country 

whose tax relief is being claimed
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Passive income
• Dividends – Article 10
If dividends arise in one country and are paid to a resident of the other country, the 
dividends are taxed at 15% in the country they originate from. The resident country 
may tax further.

• Interest – Article 11
Interest is taxed in an individual’s country of residence.

• Royalties – Article 12
Royalties are taxed in an individual’s country of residence.
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Passive income continued

• Capital Gains – Article 13
• Real property – taxable in country located
• Other – generally taxed in country of residence

• Income from Real Property – Article 6
Taxed in the country the property is located in.

• Business Profits – Article 7
Taxed in country of location, unless a permanent establishment exists.
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Article 24 – Relief from Double Taxation

• The Treaty is used to mitigate tax where domestic law would result  in double 
taxation.

• The US will allow a citizen or resident to take a credit for UK income (and capital 
gains) taxes paid or accrued in accordance with the Treaty.

• The UK will give a credit for US tax payable.

• For US persons living in the UK, this credit is limited to US tax on US sourced 
income.
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Associated Materials

• US Treasury Technical Explanation
• US Model Treaty (incl. Technical Explanation)
• OECD Model Treaty & Commentary
• UK Explanatory Material
• IRS Guidance
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Limitation on Benefits Provisions

• Anti-treaty shopping provision in almost all US treaties
• Additional requirement to Treaty residence
• “Qualified Persons” – can claim benefits under all provisions of the Treaty

• Individuals, publicly-traded companies and certain of their subsidiaries, 
certain pension, employee benefit plans and charities

• “Base erosion test” – an entity in which “qualified persons” own at least 50% 
of vote and value provided less than 50% of the entity’s gross income is paid 
or accrued as deductible payments to non-US/non-UK residents 
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Limitation on Benefits Provisions

• Additional Tests – not “qualified persons” so can only claim treaty 
benefits for certain income

• Active trade or business test – if entity is engaged in active trade or business 
(other than making or managing investments) in the UK and income from the 
US is derived in connection with or is incidental to, the UK trade or business

• Derivative benefits test – an entity owned at least 95% vote and value by 7 or 
fewer “equivalent beneficiaries,” if less than 50% of the entity’s gross income 
is paid or accrued as deductible payments to non-equivalent beneficiaries

• An equivalent beneficiary is a resident of an EU member state (or NATFA member state) 
that qualifies for benefits under the treaty between the US and that other state that are 
at least as favorable as the benefits under the US-UK treaty

• US-UK Competent Authority Agreement (July 2021) confirms a UK resident still will be 
considered a resident of an EU member state for this purpose
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